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What's new

1. Chat GPT integration is now available for sponsors and site managers to streamline the

content creation process.

2. You can now schedule articles and blog posts for future publication dates.

3. A new timezone selector is now available for the "Hours of Work" field on the listing

form.

4. A new timezone selector is also available for event times.

5. The "Real Estate" theme is now available for selection in the site manager.

6. New widgets available on the Page Editor:

a. Clients testimonial

b. Photo Gallery (Grid and Carousel)

7. Real Estate plugin updates:

a. The Real Estate plugin is now available on the API to support future mobile app

integration.

b. The label "Send a Message" has been changed to "Request a Tour."

c. Layout improvements have been made on the frontend, including the display of

cards on the home page, summary, and detail views.

d. Two new advanced search widgets are now available.

8. The "Price" field in the "Products & Services" widget is now optional.

9. The display of hours of work on the detail page has been updated to consider the listing

location's timezone.

10. The "Promote Your Apps" page in the site manager section has been updated.

11. The display of logo images on the listing detail page has been updated to support larger

logos.
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12. The default location data import has been completely restructured, allowing site

owners to import locations even when the site already contains content.

Minor fixes

1. Fixed sections Invoices and Custom Invoices not being available for additional site

manager accounts.

2. Fixed fatal error on the results endpoint within the API when the flag "Enable usage of

locations for this site" is disabled.

3. Plugin Mailchimp integration updated to work when users sign up from the frontend

pages.

4. Bulk update confirmation pop up updated to use the same layout as others pop ups.

5. Stories management updated to better handle situations where the story is linked to an

item that does not have an image anymore.

6. Fixed error on profile section when the user personal message has more than 250

characters.

7. Fixed Instant Messaging Plugin sending the wrong information on the widget "Contact

information" on the API.

8. Fixed bookmark icon not being updated with the Colors & Fonts option defined by the

site manager.

9. Fixed login endpoint on the API not updated the last login information of the user.

10. Fixed alignment on the transaction detail page on the sponsors section.

11. Added scroll on the pop up to configure the Listing & Cards widget on the Page Editor.

12. Fixed layout issue on the field "Deals available" on the deal creation form.

13. Layout of login buttons updated to meet Google's branding guidelines.
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14. Fixed spacing on articles when using title tags throughout the content.

15. Fixed style of dropdown menus on the sponsors area.

16. Label "Paypal" on the recurring message of the payment gateways screen changed to

"Paypal standard".

17. Fixed display label not being displayed on the linked listings widget when it's applied on

the main side.

18. Fixed author image display on the article detail page.

19. Fixed next event date not being displayed on the responsive version of the event detail

view.

20. Fixed errors on the stories management when using the site manager section in French.

21. Fixed Elasticsearch content being lost after changing the frontend language.

22. Fixed widget Browse by location not showing the correct amount of items when the

alias module is changed by the site manager.

23. Fixed widget "Similar listings" of the template editor always returning the same listings

on the API.

24. Fixed Story group not showing an image when it includes at least one expired deal.
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